Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 55 (1944) pp. 205-235. We shall understand M' is A. P. Morse's paper Perfect blankets which appeared in Trans.
Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 61 (1947) pp. 418-442. .2 sng y = Ex(x=y).
Thus sng y is the set whose sole member is y.
1.1 Definitions.
.1 o$ = Uß&ß. .2 7rf5 = n"e5p\
Thus xÇzo-% if and only if x is a member of some member of 5, and xGttv! if and only if x is a member of every member of %. 1.2 Definition. <j> measures S if and only if <¡> is such a function on the subsets of S that: 0^d>(^4) whenever A(ZS; and 4(A) = Z?G50(|3) whenever g is a countable family for which A O^CS.
Clearly if <p measures S and <p measures T, then S = T. 1.3 Definition. <p is a measure if and only if <p measures some set.
Definition.
A set A is </> measurable if and only if $ measures some superset S of A in such a way that 4>(T) = cp(TA) + <p(T ~ A) whenever TQS.
1.5 Definition.
% has the <j> Vitali property with respect to A if and only if <p is a measure and % is such a family of <j> measurable sets that corresponding to each finite disjointed subfamily § of % there is a countable disjointed family ® for which $ C © C r5 and 4>(A ~ a®) = 0.
countable disjointed family of © for which § C © C r? and A C cr®.
Almost obvious is the following theorem.
1.7 Theorem. If AQa% and <f> measures erg in such a way that (¡>(ß)=the number of points in ß whenever ß(Zo%, then % is Vitalian with respect to A if and only if % has the <p Vitali property with respect to A.
A consequence of Theorem 5.2 and §2 of M is the following theorem.
1.8 Theorem. If Ë is such a nonvacuous countable family of sets of finite <j> measure that r5 has the <j> Vitali property with respect to each member of $, then % has the <f> Vitali property with respect to <rÄ.
From this we see at once the following theorem.
1.9 Theorem. If A = U S(n) 71=1 and if, for each positive integer n, S(n) has finite <p measure and the family % has the <f> Vitali property with respect to S(n), then % has the <j> Vitali property with respect to A. // íj ¿s Vitalian with respect to A' and % is Vitalian with respect to A", then g is Vitalian with respect to A'VJA". We shall construct a counterexample which makes it easy to settle a related problem in blanket theory. Our counterexample is based on a simple preliminary theory which, we feel, is of some interest in itself.
In order to correct the situation arising from the erroneous formulation of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 of M' simply replace them respectively by Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 of the present paper, and then replace formula (1) in the proof of Theorem 5.11 of M' by the following:
1.11 Formula 2. Nets.
2.1 Definition, g is a net if and only if <r©£® whenever © is such a nonvacuous subfamily of $ that ir®9é0.
2.2 Definition, g is a net' if and only if g is a net and every disjointed subfamily of g is countable.
2.3 Definition. íJCC® if and only if every member of % is a subset of some member of ®.
Thus SCC® if and only if % is a refinement of ®.
2.4 Definition. w = the set of all non-negative integers. 2.5 Theorem. If A is such a sequence of disjointed families that 4(« + l)CC^4(«) whenever «Gw, then U"Gw, 4(w) is a net.
2.6 Theorem. If % is a net, then ßCß' or ß'Cß whenever ß and ß' are such members of g that ßß'^0.
Proof. Let ® = Ea(ct =ß or a =ß'). Since tt@ =ßß'^0, we infer from 2.1 that ßUß'=<r®E®. Thus: ß\Jß'=ß or ßUß'=ß'; ß Cß or ßCß'.
2.7 Theorem. -4«y subfamily of a net is a net. • 1 If %'C%, then $'CC$. ■2 //g'CCgCC®, <Äe«gCC®. .3 7/g'CgCC®, then %'ZC®. .4 If %'CC%, then <tWC<t%.
2.10 Definition, top g=gE/3 (for each a, /JCaGg implies ß=a).
2.11 Theorem. If g is a net, O^ßGg and ® = Ea(ßCaE%), then ßC<r®Etop g.
Proof. Since O^ß =ir®, it follows from 2.1 that<r® G® Cg; furthermore, if o-®C«Gr5, then ßC<r®Ca, /SCaGg, «G®, «C<r®, a=<x®. Accordingly: <r®Gg; for each a, (r®CaGg implies cr® = a; a® G top g.
Moreover ßCßG%, ßE®, ßC<r®.
The proof is complete.
2.12 Theorem. If g is a net, then: .1 top g is disjointed;
.2 gCCtopg;
.3 a top g=<rg.
We divide the proof into 6 parts, the first of which is an immediate consequence of 2.10.
Part I. If «Gtop g, ßE%, and aCß, thena=ß. Part II. top g is disjointed.
Proof. Suppose «Gtop g and ßEtop g. From 2.6 and the fact that top gCg it follows that aß = 0 or a C ß or ß Qa. Part IV. 7/j3Gg, then there is a set y for which ßC7Gtop g. Proof. If /3r=0, then let ® = Ea(j3CaGg), take y=a®, and apply 2.11.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Since top gCg, it is clear that <r top gCcg-Furthermore, it follows from part V and 2.9.4 that o-gCo" top g. Thus <x top g =<rg.
2.13 Theorem. If g is a net', then:
.1 top g is disjointed and countable;
.3 a top g=crg.
Proof. Use 2.2 and 2.12.
2.14 Definition, g' enmeshes A with respect to g if and only if g' is such a net' that for each a G g and each xEA~a
there corresponds a member ß of g' for which xEß and aß=0.
2.15 Theorem. If g' enmeshes A with respect to ® and gC®, then g' enmeshes A with respect to g.
It is well known that irÊE$
whenever $ is such a finite nonvacuous family of sets that aQß or /3C« whenever aE$ and ßE®. A consequence is the following: 2.16 Lemma. If g' is a net and $ is such a finite subfamily of g' that ir^^O, then irËE®.
2.17 Lemma. // g' enmeshes A with respect to g, § is a finite subfamily of g, and xG^4~ff §, then there is such a member ß of g' that xEß and pV §=0.
Proof. Apply 2.14 and 2.16. Thus ^4Cc®. That £>C@ is a consequence of .2. That © is a countable disjointed subfamily of g is a consequence of 2.13.1 and .1. Appeal to 1.6 completes the proof.
Families of intervals. 3.1 Definitions
. 1 co' = the set of all integers ;
.2 £ = the set of all real finite numbers;
.3 9i = the set of all closed intervals in £ with finite positive diameters;
.4 (S = the set of all closed subsets of £.
3.2 Definitions.
.1 component A =HLC(CEA, C is connected, and C'EC whenever C is such a connected subset of A that CC'^0); .2 komponent j4 = EC (for some C G component A, C = closure C).
3.3 Theorem. If ß is a connected subset of R, diameter ß>0, and ® is a countable disjointed subfamily of Ë, then either /3~<r© has the power of the continuum or ß is contained in some member of ®.
Theorem.
If g = g'Wg"C9,î, g' enmeshes A' with respect to g, g" enmeshes A" with respect to g, and A'VJA" =£, then g is Vitalian with respect to A' and g is Vitalian with respect to A" but g is not Vitalian with respect to A'\JA".
Proof. Apply 2.18, 3.3, and 1.6. .2 komponent A C Ckomponent B;
.3 component A is disjointed; .4 A =a component AQo komponent A.
3.6 Lemma. // 5 and T are descending sequences of sets, then n,e.(5(n) w £(«)) = nne"s(«) w nne"r(w).
3.7 Lemma. If P' is a perfect subset of R, then komponent (R~P') is a countable disjointed subset of 9L 3.8 Theorem. If .1 P is an ascending sequence of perfect sets; .2 Q is such a sequence that, for nGw, (?(») = komponent (£-£(»));
.3 § = U"e "£(»);
.4 A=r\nG"<rQ(n); then .5 § is a countable net;
.6 if inf £(0) = -« and sup £(0) = «., then $CH;
.7 if U"gu£(«) is dense in R, then fè enmeshes A with respect to S;
.8 t/»Gw, then aQ(n+l)C.crQ(n). .1 if n G a then £'(«) C\ £"(«) = 0;
Suppose further that Q' and Q" are such sequences that, for «Gw:
Assume:
g' = U"Gb(2'(«); g" = U"G "£"(»); A' = nn(="<TQ'(n);
A" = Cin^(rQ"(n); g = g' W g";
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use p so measures £ that for ßC.R, p(ß) =0 or oo according as ß is or is not countable.
With the help of .1 and 3.5.4 we infer: £ = £ ~ P'(n) \J R ~ £"(«) C crQ'(n) W <rQ"(n) = R for each «Gw. Consequently, in view of 3.6 we see that A'VJA" =R.
Thus, because of 3.8.7, .1, 3.7, 3.4, and 3.3 we now know that: g is Vitalian with respect to A'; g is Vitalian with respect to A"; g is not Vitalian with respect A'\JA"; moreover £~<r® has the power of the continuum, and thus p(R~a®) = °°, whenever ® is a disjointed subfamily of g. If <(>EV and if is a 6.3M natural 6.2M blanket whose 2.2M' spread is contained in 9Î, then Hisa<j> regular blanket as can be seen by taking A = <j> in 6.4M. Thus according to 6.12M, any natural blanket H, whose spread is contained in 9?, is <p strong whenever <bEV, and is hence 2.7M' perfect. Let us agree here that H is an absolutely perfect blanket if and only if corresponding to each 2.3M' subblanket H' of H there is a countable disjointed subfamily ® of the spread of H' which covers all of the domain of H'.
Clearly every absolutely perfect blanket is perfect. It is not hard to verify that every perfect blanket is natural and very easy to verify directly that absolutely perfect blankets are natural. If H is any natural blanket whose spread is a net', then, because of 2.8, 2.13, H is absolutely perfect. However if H is any natural blanket whose domain includes a member of 9Î and whose spread is contained in 9Î, then: H is a perfect blanket; even though H is thus <p strong for each <j> in V there 3.3 is nevertheless a <j> in U, namely p, for which H is not 0 strong; H is not absolutely perfect.
An easy consequence of 1.9 is the following:
.2 Theorem. If d>EV and if H' and H" are <j> strong blankets with
